This new edition of Philips London and M25 Navigator Road Map features ultra-large-scale and detailed up-to-date Navigator mapping, ranging from Chatham in the east to Maidenhead in the west, and from Hemel Hempstead in the north to Gatwick Airport in the south. The map contains highly detailed coverage at 1.5 miles to 1 inch of the regions road network, from motorways to minor country lanes and rural tracks - and even major footpaths - and every junction, roundabout and slip-road is shown in detail. There is much other detail, including hundreds of individually named farms, houses and hamlets. Also shown are airports, airfields, stations, ferries, canals, marinas and an abundance of places of interest. Opening out to 680 x 1200mm, Philips London and M25 Navigator Road Map has a comprehensive index and includes an indexed street plan of central London. Philips London and M25 Navigator Road Map is designed for both professional and leisure users. For professionals, the wealth of detail makes activities such as regional planning and delivery driving far easier. Also, the map is fully printed on one side (including the index) to allow hanging as a wall map. For leisure, the wealth of detail greatly eases the navigation of both main roads and byways, and increases the pleasure of touring by opening up new possibilities.
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